UNSOLICITED GIFT
I heard the Trumpet Voluntary. We all surprise ourselves at
times, oftener perhaps than we realize, by suddenly becoming
aware that we have been moving all day to the lilt of a tune inside
our heads; a mere snatch of a tune, a phrase repeated again and
• again for no apparent reason except that it started and we cannot
be rid of it until it chooses to depart of its own accord. If in the
same way we could become conscious of the clear tune of life
itself, its triumph and its certainty, uniting defiance of death with
a welcome from the other side, that tune might well be the Trumpet
Voluntary.
A voluntary in its musical definition means freedom from set
rules. The organist is supposed to extemporize when he is play-
ing a voluntary before or after a service in church. And voluntary,
even when we are not speaking of music, remains a word still
carrying at its happiest the suggestion of life's freedom as an un-
solicited gift, removing all shadow of a supreme dictatorship once
the gift has been bestowed. Running beneath the joyful notes
of Purcell's Trumpet Voluntary I can hear the celebration, the
forward impetus, die vitality, the elixir, and at last . . . "a pure
river of water of life, clear as crystal*'.
Naturally I cannot mean that I have only to put a record on a
4gramophone and all this instantly and mechanically happens to my
soul. Only very rarely do we hear, even in music, die trumpets
that sound from the other side. Mostly we say, in varying degrees
of enthusiasm: "That's a nice tune." Much too rarely, dragging
along the difficult hours and years, limping through die obstacle
race, do we hear life and know it and trust it. By music is the
swiftest road, but it can likewise gleam from a picture, or be flung
out in alabaster, or express itself in die upward rush of a cat climbing
a tree. I am not trying to speak of beauty at the moment, or
glamour, or love; only of being alive, the spark and primary
cause. It is a rapture contained in all Van Gogh's paintings; his
cornfields crackle widi it; "Vincent's Chairf\ plain rushwood
seat and sturdy back, is the essence of life, by what the chairmaker
and painter put into it; a chair compassionately meant to receive
a tired body at the end of die day. Not long ago Epstein did a
huge carving of his conception of Jacob and the Angel, in rosy
marble. On first going into the room where it was exhibited I
exclaimed quickly: "Oh, no!"—but then I moved round and
saw it at aaodier angle from the side where, in a good moment
(good, that is, for me, for I hardly suppose die sculptor cared
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